Introduction
SMS stands for Short Message Service. SMS is technology which enables sending and receiving of messages between mobile phones. This uses wireless technologies like CDMA and TDMA. The GSM and SMS standard were originally developed by ETSI. ETSI is abbreviation for European Telecommunication Standard Institute [1] . SMS become widespread tool for business and social messaging due to rapid development in mobile communication. Personal and official messages are getting shared between people cost effectively with the help of SMS.SMS has limit for alphanumeric messages is up to 1120 bits.SMS text supports languages internationally. Also it supports languages like Arebic,Chinese,Japanes and Korean.SMS uses communication protocol such as Short Message Peer-to-Peer (SMPP).
II. Traditional Problem
In our regular messaging system when SMS sends from A to B, at that time until it receives to B it stored at SMS center, so it is visible to operator due to that message disclosure problem occurs. Again there is problem arises like memory wastage which hangs mobile phone. Our today's, SMS technique do not verify whether messages comes from trusted sender or not. The user does not authenticate network so that same mobile network get misused. Sometimes corrupted messages affects mobile phone badly. 
III

IV. Securing Sms Techniques
We describe two technique used to secure SMS. The two main steps of these techniques are encryption and compression process.
1.Encryption
First step to encrypt message. Encryption can be classified into two categories symmetric and asymmetric. In symmetric encryption technique single key is used for encryption and decryption while in asymmetric technique different keys are used for encryption and decryption . one of which is public key and other is private key. The major disadvantage of symmetric encryption is that key distribution done through a third party. So we are using asymmetric encryption technique for securing SMS. There are following asymmetric encryption technique. Rivest Shamir And Adleman (RSA), ELGamal and Elliptic curve.
RSA cryptosystem Algorithm:
Step1: Choose two large primary numbers P & Q.
Step2: Calculate N=P*Q Step3: Select public key E, such that it is not factor of (p-l) and (Q-l) i.e. 8(n)=(P-l)*(Q-l) E < 8(n) gcd(8 (n),E)=1 Step4: Select the private key D. where D=Ki mod8(n) Step5: For encrypt message M. C=ME mod n Step6: Send cipher text as the message to the receiver. Step7: To decrypt the cipher text M=CD mod n
ELGamal Cryptosystem Algorithm:
Stepl: Choose a prime number P and generator g. Step2: Choose an integer K such that 2::; K 2: P-2.
Step3: Calculate Y=gK mod P Step4: The public key is {p, g, y} and Private key is K. Step5: To encrypt message M , Choose an integer 1 i.e. 1≤ 1 ≥P-2. Therefore, the ciphertext {a ,b} is a= g 1 mod p b= M Y 1 mod P Step6: Send ciphertext {a ,b} to the receiver Ste 7: To decrypt M=b / (a K mod p) 
Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem
2.. Compression
Compression is the art of representing the information in a compact form rather than its original or uncompressed form. Compression can be done by using lossy or lossless technique. In lossy technique data may be loss. So here we are using lossless compression algorithm. Some of the main technique use are the Huffman Coding, Run Length Encoding, Arithmetic coding and Dictionary Based Encoding. For better performance Shannon Fano get used.
Shannon Fano:
Algorithm: 1. Create table providing frequencies.
Sort symbol according to frequency in descending order. 3. Start with the entire table.
I. Division II. Seek pointer to the first and last symbol to the segment. III. Divide the segment into two parts, which are equal in sum of frequencies. IV. Add a binary 0 to the code words of the upper part and 1 to the lower part. V. Search for the next segment containing more than symbol and repeat division. VI. Coding of the origination data according to the code word in the table.
V. Security Analysis
Security Strength Comparison
Asymmetric cryptosystem security depend on hard mathematical equation such as integer factorization, finite field discrete logarithm and Elliptic curve discrete logarithm. RSA security based on integer factorization. ELGamal security depend on computational difficulty discrete logarithms in finite field. Elliptic curve security depend on computational difficulty of discrete logarithm. National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) guideline on security strength comparison. Though Elliptic curve is of smaller key size, offers equivalent security compare to RSA and ELGmal which are of large key sizes. Table 1 shows NIST security strength comparison. Elliptic curve of 160 and 224 bits sizes offer equivalent security as compared with 1024 and 2048 bits sizes for RSA and ELGamal. In Fig. 1 shows that RSA and ELGamal of equal key size offers same security strength. Table 2 .2 shows that ELGamal have a high encryption time compared to Elliptic curve and RSA which are of equivalent security strength. 
Decryption time
V. Implimentation
Key generation, encryption, decryption time analyzed as above, specifies that time increases with an increase in key size. Large key size algorithm not suitable for SMS encryption due to small memory & low computational power of mobile phone. Elliptic curve provide high security with smaller key size, so we are implementing security threats based on this algorithm. And encrypted message is then compressed using lossless algorithm. 
VI. Conclusion
In our paper we combines encryption & compression techniques for securing SMS. For encryption we have used Elliptic curve algorithm while for compression lossless algorithm in that Shannon Fano algorithm used. Our proposed system provides additional security related to authentication, confidentiality and integrity. Also we eliminates threats like DoS attack, phone crashes, message disclosure etc. Due to the use of compression algorithm message length also get decrease.
